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Video 154: Q&A Session #29  
by Wes Penre and Ariel Glad, June 3, 2019 

This is a transcript to video: 
https://youtu.be/lvOcMYpdYwE   

 

ere is Wes Penre with a new Q&A Session! We very much enjoy 

these, and we hope you do, too! Please feel free to submit questions 

to wespenreproductions@gmail.com. Some questions in this Q&A 

have been slightly shortened and modified to be able to squeeze in more 

questions in general, but the context has not changed. 

QUESTION 1: …Many NDE’ers say that they are pulled or drawn automatically 

to the light within seconds. Not only that, some report that they were pulled into 

the light against their will (!) not having any control of what was happening to 

them. So, will we have the time at all to look for those holes and think ourselves 

out of the Matrix? The Tibetan Book of the Dead makes a distinction between 

dull (fake) colored lights and a clear (pure) light the deceased are facing in the 

astral. It advises them to avoid those former ones and go into the latter 

one…Since everything in the astral is a deception, though, how could we 

possibly tell the difference between that false and true light? 

ANSWER: Just to clarify, so all listeners understand, it doesn’t matter which 

light you are seeing when you exit your body—they are all of the Patrix and 

should be avoided. It is true that some people with Near Death Experiences 

(NDEs) feel a fairly instant pull toward one of these lights, while others don’t, 

until after a while. Either way, we do have time to exit the Grid. To be completely 

on the safe side, we have often stressed that we, as soon as possible, should 

spot a hole in the Grid and leave—no unnecessary delays. Still, ignorant 

people, who are pulled toward the Light/tunnel, usually don’t try to resist it—

that’s why they go in there. We, however, know better, and even if we feel the 

pull, we just redirect our energy by putting our intention on the Grid instead. 
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QUESTION 2: I was wondering if there is a way that you can travel to the KHAA 

or is it even possible? Do you think humans can travel the KHAA while they are 

astral projecting? 

ANSWER: As mentioned elsewhere, we are yet to hear about somebody who 

has been able to travel in the KHAA during OBEs (Out of Body Experiences). 

However, the Grid is opening up more and more, so we wouldn’t say it’s 

impossible. To some degree, it might depend on how much the person is willing 

to experience and how much fear is coming in the way. Also, if we put together 

things we’ve learned, we know we have a synthetic soul connected to us, and 

we have the silver cord, connecting us to the body. We believe the Patrix is 

constructed in such a way that it’s very difficult to visit the KHAA during an OBE. 

However, if someone has experienced being outside the Grid, we’re very eager 

to hear about it. In such a case, please email us. 

QUESTION 3: I recently lost a close friend to suicide who had fallen into a very 

depressed state quite rapidly. He had issues of trauma from childhood—

decades ago—which I feel were never properly addressed and healed. I did not 

realize he was this depressed. My dilemma is that I was about to share the 

knowledge of the WPP with him, and I feel that this would have given him hope 

if he would have considered it. How am I supposed to handle this—my failure 

to share this knowledge with him in time—and knowing that if he reincarnates, 

he will likely be in the singularity? 

ANSWER: We are very sorry for your loss—it must be a very traumatic situation. 

What friends and relatives to the person who committed suicide often do is that 

we blame ourselves for not being able to see it coming and help out. However, 

there is often not much we could have done, and in your situation, it came 

suddenly. The reality is that you didn’t know, and even if you would have, your 

friend was obviously in such a depressed mood that it’s highly unlikely that you 

could have been able to avoid the incident. When things like these happen, and 

after the deepest grief and loss are diminishing, we need to realize that this was 

the other person’s decision, and regardless how sad it is, you are not 

responsible for that person’s choice. Regarding the Singularity, see next 

question. 
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QUESTION 4: With the advent of us waking up with useful knowledge to liberate 

ourselves in preparation to leave the patrix, my thoughts often turn to loved 

ones who have passed away in spiritual ignorance. Because we, who are 

awakening, and because we have a special relationship with our loved ones 

who have passed, is it possible that at some future time, after our leaving this 

patrix, we might have the opportunity to help enlighten these loved ones, giving 

their Spirit-fire opportunity to be retrieved with their consciousness, especially 

those who have blindly entered the singularity? (It would seem so unfair if they 

have no chance at all, just because they didn’t “connect the dots” in their last 

incarnation.) 

ANSWER: This is a very difficult question to answer because what we’re going 

to say is not what people want to hear. From all the research and conclusions 

we have gathered, the answer is almost certainly no. If souls get trapped in the 

Singularity, they will also get trapped in the Cloud, which will be the new Grid, 

from what it looks like. It will not be possible for us to penetrate, but more 

importantly, from what we’ve concluded, the souls that are here now will 

dissolve and “melt” into the mass consciousness in the Cloud, like butter in hot 

soup—the butter will be one with the soup. This means, people will lose their 

sense of individuality. Souls will still be incarnated into the human AI bodies 

(Humans 3.0) when necessary, but the Overlords will just take a portion of the 

soul-soup that is in the Cloud (the pot, so to speak) and put that into a new 3.0 

body. That will become an entirely “new soul” that will “forever” inhabit the body 

they’ve been designated. There is nothing “fair” in all this—fairness in this Patrix 

is not in the equation. Everything here is completely based on our choices 

(freewill). 

QUESTION 5: If my memory serves me you once stated briefly in a video the 

Subconscious Mind is a part of the artificial soul (which I did not know oddly 

enough).  I always thought it was our Authentic Self (the Spirit).  Where does 

the Subconscious Mind and the Spirit respectively reside in our body?  Please 

clear up my confusion. 

ANSWER: Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to clear up this distinction. 

First of all, if we picture this in our minds, it’s actually the other way around 

(everything is inverted, as usual). The physical body and the light-bodies 
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(artificial soul/synthetic soul) exist inside the genuine soul. If you look at a 

picture of the toroidal field (see the Wes Penre Papers, Level 1, paper 21) that 

envelopes the physical body, you will get the idea. The Spirit, on the other hand, 

exists outside space and time—it’s not part of the Patrix or the KHAA at all. 

We’re using mental images to easier comprehend this, so it’s the closest we 

can come when we are using words. 

The synthetic soul (a term we will use interchangeably with artificial soul) is 

what causes fragmentation of the mind, and as a result allows for the creation 

of pockets of memory and experience of abuse. The consequence of this is that 

memories and experiences remain trapped and hidden within the spirit, soul, 

artificial soul, and body avatar that we use. If we did not have this artificial soul 

construct added to us, humans would not have the problem of memory that we 

seem to have. It is necessary for us to have this amnesia and this fragmentation, 

thus subconscious mind, to remain trapped and not see through this deception. 

Otherwise, we would immediately see the abuse for what it is. Nothing would 

remain hidden. Your spirit is the REAL you, and the original soul construction 

is your REAL avatar. Your subconscious is not the REAL you. In the KHAA, we 

do not have a subconscious mind aspect of our avatar. Nothing is hidden from 

our experience. On the contrary, we have access to ALL our experiences, and 

this is how we develop and grow – through these experiences. How could we 

grow and expand if we can’t remember what we have experienced? While we 

are here, however, we will always have the problem of memory and the 

subconscious mind. We can learn how to work with these things for our benefit, 

though, and we should.  

QUESTION 6: I have often heard that "money is energy."  What exactly do they 

mean by that?  I've read and heard this said many, many times, yet it is never 

explained or specified. 

ANSWER: EVERYTHING here is energy. EVERYTHING. Water, dirt, rocks, a 

bicycle, or your dog. Everything. Because everything is created from energy, 

everything responds to energy. Money is no exception.  

                                        
1 https://wespenre.com/2019/01/26/first-level-of-learning-paper-2-known-life-forms-within-the-milky-way-
and-beyond/  

https://wespenre.com/2019/01/26/first-level-of-learning-paper-2-known-life-forms-within-the-milky-way-and-beyond/
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In this System/Patrix, before we use any money, we are making an intention 

and a decision what we want, e.g. groceries. You are putting your energy into 

getting those groceries. Each grocery has a value, and you can’t get these 

groceries without money. Money then becomes the energy exchange between 

you, the store items, and ultimately, the manufacturer. That’s why money is also 

called currency, like in electric/energetic “current.” In this System, money makes 

it possible to get what you’re putting your energy toward, and money is the 

intermediary in this energy flow. The energy goes from you, through the 

currency, and to the item that you want. Without the money, there would be a 

cut in the energy flow, and you wouldn’t be able to get your item or items. 

QUESTION 7: I have heard you say that we need to work on ourselves in order 

to leave or to be able to go through the grid. I consider myself a good person 

and try to do the right thing always. I don’t feel that I have any major hurts inside 

me to reconcile. I’m just not sure what I need to be doing other than to continue 

to read the WPP and listen to your videos - even more than once or twice 

because I pick up on so much more each time I listen. 

ANSWER: You do not need to work on yourself to get out of the Grid. Just find 

a hole and leave. If you are in a state of being, where you are at peace with 

yourself and everything in your life and relationships, then you are in a 

wonderful position to just enjoy yourself. Have fun! The choices are all up to 

you! 

We still have the remainder of our lives to live here, and because genuine soul, 

contrary to the synthetic soul, is curious and often willing to learn more and 

experience more. This is one reason to continue learning. Another reason is 

that the more we learn here, the more we affect others in the human mass 

consciousness, and because of the things we are learning, other people around 

the planet pick up on it and start waking up as well. It becomes a chain reaction. 

What you are doing affects others. A third reason is that the more we learn, the 

more layers of lies and deceit we peel off our inner “onion,” and the more clarity 

we get. We will be able to make better decisions and to distinguish within 

ourselves between Spirit, soul, synthetic soul, and body. We believe it will be 

easier to grasp life in the KHAA the less we live in our false beliefs and belief 

systems. Otherwise, all that needs to be unlearned afterwards. 
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QUESTION 8: Do you have any 'practice' at all, or are you just naturally more 

tuned in? Meditation teachers say we need to culture our consciousness while 

alive because when we die, we just automatically gravitate toward the kind of 

energy we have cultivated while in the body, like water returning to its own level.  

ANSWER: We don’t have any particular practice we use—not in the way you 

might think about it. We have noticed that the more we learn and connect the 

dots, the more we peel off the inner “onion.” It’s actually not a matter of learning; 

it’s more a matter of unlearning. As we research and discuss different subjects 

with each other, old beliefs and ideas fall apart, and more and more of our 

genuine souls and Spirit shine through. It gets easier and easier to connect with 

our Higher Self (Spirit) the more we peel off. Now we’ve come to a point where 

truth often automatically reveals itself, and we come to new insights without 

having to research as much. 

QUESTION 9: …what mechanism, Spiritual connection, what have you, if any, 

control who goes through grid and into the KHAA freely? I know we have free 

will, but say a narcissist or satanist (will not honor these peeps with Caps), find 

out about the grand scam going on and know how to exit the grid and roam 

freely in the KHAA to do their dirty work.  Will we be encountering souls like 

this? 

ANSWER: It’s highly unlikely that we will encounter these kinds of people 

because if they engage in such things, with an intention to manipulate and 

destroy others, they are not spirited beings. And if they are not spirited, and 

only consist of a synthetic soul, they can’t leave the Patrix. These synthetic 

souls were created in the Patrix and thus are of the Patrix. They would dissolve 

if they tried to leave. 

QUESTION 10: If someone that does not like to judge others whatsoever gets 

a thought that comes in their head making a comment about how someone 

looks, or conditions of sorts; now having to replace the negative thought (and 

comment) with a positive one. Do these thoughts come more from our 

environment or the Grid? 

ANSWER: We would suggest that they most likely come from thought-forms in 

the astral (see our recent video on thought-forms), but they can also be 
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thoughts you pick up from others, or something within your synthetic (artificial) 

soul has been triggered. There can also something “inside” of us that is related 

to whatever it is we feel compelled to criticize about that person, and we are 

projecting it onto the other person. Otherwise, why do we care how another 

person looks? How one chooses to look really should have no effect in on our 

life or personal choices, but for some reason we feel that it does. We would 

need to discover why we feel that way. Often, it is a long chain or series of 

things that we need to keep asking, “Why?” before we get to the root of it.  

QUESTION 11: The Vegans created the various Hominids that roamed the 

planet Tiamaat (Earth) millions of years ago. After the physical body at that time 

period had expired, did the Spirits that inhabited these bodies have a choice to 

incarnate (consciously) into another evolution of that species or was it a one go 

experience? Could they inhabit Namlu'u etherical bodies or go out into the 

Universe? 

ANSWER: We know for a fact that death, as we know it, did not exist on 

Tiamaat, and we were supposed to make it in “one go.” It is our understanding 

that if a Namlu’u (us in our primordial form) for example expired after an 

accident, they did not reincarnate—the way we understand it, one of two things 

might have happened: 1) the soul went back to Orion but could study the 

progress on Tiamaat from there and learn from it, or 2) the Namlu’u were more 

etheric than we are (of a higher density), and it could very well be that they 

could repair their own bodies with their thoughts and intentions and continue 

where they left off, until they graduated. 

QUESTION 12: When we get through The Grid and appear on the other side, 

if we as soul/spirit/mind choose to go to the Orion Gates and we are denied 

citizenship there, will they recommend places (in the Universe) we can go to 

either make amends or think things over until one day we are allowed in if we 

choose to go there? 

ANSWER: Members of the human soul group are welcome into Orion because 

they are spirited—if they weren’t, they would never had been able to exit the 

Grid. Granted that some souls here on Earth are from other star systems and 

were captured by the Overlords, these souls will probably return to the star 
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system from whence they originally came. So, we don’t have to worry about not 

being welcome into Orion.  

QUESTION 13: I believe that our Deep Oceans have life that do not originate 

from Earth. Do you think the Vegans and Orions seeded different aquatic life 

forms from other star systems here and then En.ki (Neptune & Poseidon) 

altered some of them? 

ANSWER: Yes! The Pleiadians coined the term “Living Library,” which they 

refer to as being our current Earth. This is partly deceptive, however. Yes, we 

do have a synthetic Living Library here on Earth, but it’s just a copy and a mimic 

of the original one. The real Living Library existed on Tiamaat. Other star races 

contributed with some of their fauna and flora and put them on Tiamaat, from 

what we’ve learned. 

QUESTION 14: You have said that we cannot communicate with others outside 

of the matrix.  However, if we have free will choice here, why can't we choose 

to communicate with beings outside of this reality?  It seems that they should 

be able to communicate with us if we invite them to do so.  Is this matrix really 

that powerful that we can't use our intention to change the way it operates? It 

seems we should be able to call in outside support if we want to.  Isn't this just 

a grand illusion - in part of our own making? 

ANSWER: It’s not so much that they can’t communicate with us here, if we are 

receptive; it’s more a matter of that this is an Experiment of Freewill, and this 

Experiment is to be left alone. Other star races must not interfere with our 

whereabouts. It’s the same thing with star races in the KHAA that are evolving 

on their own worlds—they are not to be interfered with. Otherwise, chaos and 

confusion would result. In the KHAA, you can visit evolving star races, but you 

need to have permission from the star race or their council. In the case of Earth, 

star beings from outside are not randomly allowed to interfere. 

If you want to set your intentions to have your communications reach outside 

the Grid, then you should go for it! It isn’t that it is impossible, but rather that 

most of the time when people think they are communicating with beings outside, 

they are not. The deception can be very difficult to discern. Try it! Just have 
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VERY clear intentions and be very specific about your communication. Leave 

no room for any type of interference. 

 

If you find our work important, please consider becoming a Patron. It’s an 

excellent way to support us, so we can continue what we’re doing. You also get 

the opportunity to get our newsletters and can chat with us on Discord. The 

address to our Patreon page is patreon.com/wespenre. The URL will also be in 

the description box below. 

If you don’t want to sign up on Patreon but still want to contribute, you can also 

make donations on PayPal – the address will also be in the description box2. 

If you liked this video, please don’t forget to hit the Subscribe button and give it 

a thumbs up. Thanks a lot for your interest in our work!  

Talk to you soon! 

                                        
2 https://paypal.me/persewen or yt.project60@gmail.com  
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